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Steeltown Co-Founder Dies
Only weeks after awards in her
name were presented, Ellen Weiss
Kander, co-founder of the
Steeltown Entertainment
Group, has died. She was 51.

Founded in 2003, the Steeltown
Entertainment Project’s mission is
to build a vibrant and sustainable
entertainment industry in
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Southwestern Pennsylvania. But
Steeltown was just one of her
many endeavors. “The entire city
is crying,” her husband, Gregg
Kander, is quoted by the
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review’s
Megan Guza. “She touched so
many lives.” Those endeavors
range from Wall Street attorney to
a board member of the Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh
to filmmaker.
She should not be confused with
Ellen Weiss, a former National
Public Radio reporter.
Kander had a rare form of cancer
called cholangiocarcinoma.
According to Wikipedia,
cholangiocarcinoma “is composed
of mutated epithelial cells (or
cells showing characteristics of
epithelial differentiation) that
originate in the bile ducts which
drain bile from the liver into the
small intestine . . . It has an
annual incidence rate of 1–2 cases
per 100,000 in the Western world,
but rates of cholangiocarcinoma
have been rising worldwide over
the past several decades.” The
disease is incurable and
rapidly lethal.
Carl Kurlander, another
co-founder of Steeltown, told the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette’s Sally
Kalson that Kander was “the
charismatic magnet that drew so
many good forces together.” The
funeral was held on June 11 in
Squirrel Hill, the neighborhood

where she grew up and
called home.
Those still wishing to show their
respect can make donations to the
Ellen Weiss Kander Award Fund
which benefits aspiring
filmmakers. It is being operated
by the Pittsburgh Foundation.
More information is available at
www.pittsburghfoundation.org

Glee Star
& PSO
Broadway and television actor/
singer Matthew Morrison is
schedule to perform with the
Pittsburgh Symphony
Orchestra (PSO) to open the
pops season on September 29
with conductor with Marvin
Hamlisch.
He replaces actress/singer
Katherine McPhee was originally
booked to perform, but had to
bow out because her television
committments.
In other news, the PSO has
announced that it has ended its
online concerto competition --without a winner. “We found
some very talented young
players,” the PSO’s Robert Moir
told Andrew Druckenbrod of the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. But none
met “the standard that we were
seeking”.
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Mustard Seed Productions
When you can’t afford an ON-SET costumer, why not hire an ON-LINE costumer!
Experienced costume designer, supervisor and dresser Lisa Bruno
provides independent filmmakers, community/school theatre
departments, students, advertising agencies, music video producers
and other clients with quality costuming within their budget.
She’s available for both on-set and on-line services!
Web Site: www.mustardseedproductions.biz
Email: LMB@mustardseedproductions.biz
Online CV: lisamariebruno.webstarts.com
Facebook: facebook.com/lisamariebruno.msp
Twitter: www.twitter.com/wardrobebabe
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/pub/lisa-marie-bruno/12/9a7/77s
Lisa Marie Bruno
Mustard Seed Productions
PO Box 99483
Pittsburgh, PA 15233

Lisa Treats Every Production Like An Award Winner!
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SAG-AFTRA Inks New Video Deal
A three-year agreement has been
reached between SAG-AFTRA
and the major record labels
regarding music video
performances.

SAG-AFTRA represents
performers in television, radio and
film. It was created earlier this
year with the merger of the
Screen Actors Guild (SAG) and
the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists
(AFTRA). The union has
hundreds of members in the
Pittsburgh area and maintains a
full-time office in downtown
Pittsburgh.

This is the first industry-wide
contract to cover performers in
music videos. It sets safe working
conditions for dancers, actors,
narrators, models, singers and
even stunt performers. It also
provides health and retirement
benefits.
“The industry really stepped up
and worked with us to give
performers a solid contract for
music videos,” SAG-AFTRA’s
Randall Himes said in a press
release. “The changing nature of
the music industry made these
negotiations more important than
ever. Our agreement with the
labels gives performs the working
conditions they deserve, while
also recognizing realities on the
industry.”

In other news, SAG-AFTRA has
issued a statement in support of
the new treaty on audiovisual
performances adopted in June by
the World Intellectual Property
Organization.
Formed in 1967, the World
Intellectual Property Organization
is a United Nations agency to
encourage creative activity, to
promote the protection of
intellectual property throughout
the world. In the statement, the
union says that the treaty “will, at
long last, extend important
economic and moral rights to
actors and other audiovisual
performers.” More information is
available online at http://
www.wipo.int/portal/
index.html.en
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New Sports Radio Net
In what is expected to be the
nation’s largest sports radio
network, CBS Corporation has
announced that it will launch CBS
Sports Radio in January.

In Pittsburgh, CBS Corporation
owns two television and four
radio stations, the most notable
being KDKA.
The network is being created in
partnership with Cumulus
Media, the country’s second largest owner of radio stations (after
Clear Channel
Communications). Nine of the
top ten radio markets will be
reached by the new web.

Included among the affiliates is
CBS-owned KDKA-FM. But
Karen Mateo, a senior vice president of CBS Radio, told the
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review’s John
Grupp that the station’s local
programming will not change.
“The programming will all stay
intact. I really want to make that
clear. They may take some
elements of programming such as
a nationally focused sports update
or commentary from a national
analyst, but their lineup will stay
as it is.”
In other CBS news, the company’s television distribution division has signed talk show pioneer
Arsenio Hall to host a new latenight gabfest to debut in 2013.
The industry web site
TVNewsCheck.com reports that it
will air primarily at 11 p.m. on
CW and Fox affiliates.

Curry Out On “Today”
In a move seen as awkward by
observers, Ann Curry has been
shown the door as co-anchor of
the long running “Today”
program on NBC-Universal’s
flagship network.

tween Curry and lead anchor Matt
Lauer. Corresponded Savannah
Guthrie is replacing her, at least
temporarily. Curry continues with
NBC is a more vaguely defined
role.

NBC-Universal is primarily
owned by Comcast, which operates Pittsburgh’s cable television
franchise.

In other news, NBC-Universal
will use the Comcast subsidiary
The Platform to be the online
video management and distribution hub for at least three of its
cable networks: USA, Syfy and
Oxygen. More may follow later.
The Platform in a Seattle based
online video publishing company
begun in 2000 and acquired by
Comcast in 2006.

Curry took over last year when co
-anchor Meredith Vieira left to
peruse other projects. Since then,
the ratings gap between “Today”
and top competitor “Good Morning America” has tightened with
many blaming the chemistry be-
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Pgh Intern
Thrives At
MTV
Students from Point Park
University (PPU) are making a
splash with some high-profile
internships.
As of late June, PPU students
were interning at places as varied
as Whirl Magazine in Pittsburgh
and MTV Networks in New York.
MTV Networks is the division of
Viacom that includes the cable
channels MTV, VH1, CMT,
Logo, Nickelodeon, Comedy
Central, TV Land and Spike.
In an online Q&A, Alicia Lyons
describes her work at MTV as
more than a mere gofer. “Some of
my duties include assisting with
video editing and production for
bonus feature material” for sale
through various platforms. “At
Point Park, I learned how to use
Final Cut Pro [video editing
software produced by Apple –
ed.] and my internship supervisors
were pleased to know that I was
proficient.” The full interview is
available at http://
www.pointpark.edu/news.aspx?
id=652
In other news, a University of
Pittsburgh student has won a
guest shot on an MTV Networks
show, appearing on the June 28
edition of “The Colbert Report”
on Comedy Central. Dan Stough
and a group of friends took up
host Stephen Colbert’s on-air
challenge that involved a
treasure map.
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Big Names Leaving Their Posts
A changing of the guard, of sorts,
is happening at two prominent
local arts groups.
After overseeing the acquisition
of WDUQ-FM and the launch of
a popular music festival,
WYEP-FM’s general manager,
Lee Ferraro, is stepping down
after 16 years.
The station began in a basement
in South Oakland in 1974 and has
grown considerably since and is
now hosed in the state-of-the-art
Community Broadcast Center on
the South Side. “It’s been a
remarkable trajectory of this
small, funky organization that
started in a horse stable,” Ferraro
tells Jason Cato of the Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review. “I feel honored
to have been part of it for about a
third of its history.”

New Mural
Is Coming

Keith Jones, a reporter with
Hearst Corporation’s
WTAE-TV, is leaving Pittsburgh
after two years with the station.
He is to become a morning anchor
with a station in Philadelphia.
Meanwhile, Andre Kimo Stone
Guess is stepping down as head of
the August Wilson Center for
African American Culture.
During his two-year tenure, Guess
brought in key artistic directors
and, most importantly, stabilized
the center’s finances. This
especially focused on refinancing
a multi-million dollar mortgage so
that the payments would be more
affordable. “He’s done a
marvelous job,” board chairman
Aaron Walton told the Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette’s Sharon Eberson.
“What was really important was

Images

we were able to close on the
mortgage, which was critical,
because you can’t fundraise until
you have all the pieces in place.”
Guess will be joining his wife in
running her artist management
firm.

The
Pittsburgh
A&E Book
www.pittsburghaebook.com

Photos Celebrating Pittsburgh’s
Arts/Entertainment History & Community

A new, three-story mural is being
planned for Market Square,
Moving The Lives Of Kids
(MLK) has announced.
Based in Pittsburgh, MLK is a
national program to create a place
where people from all walks of
life can come together to learn
how to become socially
functional, skill build, expand
positive peer groups, express and
inspire.
The mural will commemorate
MLK’s tenth anniversary. For
more information, visit http://
www.mlkmural.com/

Best known for the hit TV series “Glee,” actor and singer Matthew Morrison is scheduled to perform
with the Pittsburgh Symphony Pops Orchestra this fall.
Source: Pittsburgh Symphony Web Site
To have an image considered, email Jim Richards at jim@james-richards.com
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Happening In

July

Looking for
something to do this
Fourth? Then check
out our special
feature section.

JUL
1

Stop by the Carnegie
Science Center for a
special tour of the
submarine USS

Requin and see areas not usually
open to the public.

TUE
3

Roger Waters is back
at the Consol Energy
Center for another
theatrical staging of

the legendary Pink Floyd album,
“The Wall.”

FRI
6

Choreographer and
performer Luke Murphy explores modern
romance with

“Drenched” at the Kelly-Strayhorn.

SUN
8

Experience a terrific
staging of Mozart’s
“The Magic Flute” at
the Hillman Center

with the opera’s magnificent tale
of one man’s search for love and
wisdom.

FRI
13

Eeek, it’s Friday the
13th! Find safety in a
wonderful production
of the legendary

musical “Fiddler On The Roof” at
the Benedum Center.

SAT
14

Travel back in time
with a visit to the
Fort Pitt Museum
and relive the era of
the American
Revolution.

SUN
15

The unforgettable
Alice Cooper is at
Stage AE for a
theatrical night of

rock, vaudeville and horror.
Jack Lemmon hopes to
climb the corporate
ladder by lending out
“The Apartment,” as
the classic film screens at the
Hollywood Theater.

MON
16

THU
19

An intelligent and
innovative version of
Shakespeare’s play
“Henry V” at Future

Tenant tells the tale through the lens
of modern warfare.

SAT
21

Artist Rick Ross
delivers powerful and
gritty rap at the Consol
Energy Center.

The National
Association Of
Pastoral Musicians are
holding their annual
gathering at the David L. Lawrence
Convention Center.

MON
23

MON
23

Actor and singer Jay
Brennan performs
some thoughtful,
folk-pop at Stage AE.

TUE
24

Enjoy more folk-pop at
the Byham Theater
with Josh Ritter.

TUE
24

It’s the pictures that
got small in the
musical version of
“Sunset Boulevard” at
the Benedum Center.

SAT
28

Opening at the
Carnegie Museum
Of Art, the exhibit
“Natural History”

explores artists’ engagement with
nature, landscape and built
environment.

SAT
28

A pair of legendary
rockers —- Rod
Stewart and Stevie
Nicks —- are in one

amazing concert at the Consol
Energy Center.

SUN
29

Have pity on him:
author, arts
entrepreneur and
editor of Pittsburgh

Applause James A. Richards turns
47 today.

TUE
31

The hit Broadway musical “The Addams Family” bring their ooky,
kooky fun to the
Benedum Center.

We now have the entire 2012-2013
home schedule for the Steelers and
Penguins on the calendar!

The City’s Best Online Calendar Can Be Found At
www.post-gazette.com/events

National/World A&E News Round-Up

News Corp To Split In Two
The troubled parent company of
20th Century Fox and the Wall
Street Journal, has announced
that it will split in two.
News Corporation has come
under fire over the past year
involving its British newspapers
allegedly hacking into the
phone conversations of
politicians, celebrities, royalty
and even everyday people.
The split will divide print media
entities from the broadcast and
cable entities. However, News
Corporation’s primary
shareholder, the controversial
Rupert Murdoch, will remain
chairman of both.

Hey, New York:
Give Your Regards
To Broadway
On June 5, the Broadway
League released its annual
report on Broadway’s
contribution to New York
City’s economy and it cites an
$11.2 billion impact on the
Big Apple.
Broadway tourists accounted
for most of this, nearly $9
billion. The report also says that
Broadway “supports 86,000
jobs and generates $550 million
in taxes” to the city.
For details, visit http://
www.broadwayleague.com

The Two Vlads
Vladimir Tolstoy, a direct
descendant of groundbreaking
Russian author Leo Tolstoy
(1828-1910) has been named a
cultural advisor to Russian
President Vladimir Putin,
reports the Art Newspaper.

For nearly twenty years, Tolstoy
has been director of his
great-great-grandfather’s estate
and museum south of Moscow.
He tells the Art Newspaper that he
“will be addressing a range of
cultural issues, from literature to
music, theatre, cinema and
museums, especially those in
protected zones such as Tolstoy's
museum.” The full article is
available at http://
www.theartnewspaper.com/
articles/Tolstoy%E2%80%99sgreat-great-grandson-appointedcultural-adviser-to-Putin/26743

That Oil Keeps
On Gushing
After just three weeks on the air,
Time-Warner’s TNT has
renewed the revived prime time
soap “Dallas.”
Using a mixture of original and
new cast members, the new
“Dallas” is a continuation of the
Emmy Award winning series
which originally ran on CBS-TV
from 1978 to 1991.
The new “Dallas” is averaging an
impressive 6.9 million viewers a
week. This is a huge amount for
basic cable, where success is
often defined with hundreds of
thousands of viewers. (By
comparison: on broadcast,
ABC-TV’s top rated comedy,
“Modern Family” is seen by about
5 million viewers and, on basic
cable, MTV’s hit comedy
“Awkward” made news with a
season premiere of 2.2 million
viewers).
TNT has ordered 15 more episodes. Dates have not been announced, although in previous
interviews producer Cynthia

Cidre has indicated that
production could resume in a
matter of weeks.

Hell, Dali (Again)
A stolen drawing by Spanish
surrealist artist Salvador Dali
(1904-1989) has been returned
to the gallery from where it was
stolen --- by USPS Express
Mail.
The piece is an 11” x 14” drawing entitled “Cartel de Don Juan
Tenorio” and worth an estimated $150,000. It was stolen
from a New York City gallery
on June 19.
According the New York Times,
postal inspectors intercepted the
parcel at Kennedy International
Airport. It was presumably
returned because the thief
couldn’t peddle a highly visible,
stolen work.

Fixing Up
Down Under
Australia is improving the
acoustics at its two most famous venues: Hamer Hall (part
of the Melbourne Arts Centre)
and the Sydney Opera House.
The Australian reports that
American acoustics expert
Lawrence Kirkegaard is
correcting issues because “both
venues had original design
features that were intended to
help distribute soundwaves but
were later found to be
detrimental.”
This includes removing seats,
installing strategically placed
panels and even installing a
new canopy.
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North Side Arts Scene
The city’s historically rich but
economically challenged North
Side is rapidly becoming an
important player in Pittsburgh’s
arts scene according to a trio of
articles appearing in the June
2012 issue of The Northside
Chronicle.
Just moved from Lawrenceville is
the Cyberpunk Apocalypse, a
non-profit cooperative dedicating
to aiding local writers and comic
artists. “There’s a lot of arts
organizations and potential for
collaboration” in the North Side’s
growing contingent of creative
people Cyberpunk founder Daniel
McCloskey to the Chronicle’s
Kelsey Shea. Visit http://
www.cyberpunkapocalypse.com
to learn more.
Shea also reports that the nonprofit Rox Performance
Academy is partnering with

Allegheny Elks Lodge # 339 to
use the lodge’s third floor lounge
as a performance and school
space for their students. Log on
to http://
www.roxperformanceacademy.or
g/
Meanwhile, Bicycle Heaven --which touts itself as “the world’s
largest bicycle museum and shop”
has moved its collection of 2,000
bikes into a new facility on Preble
Avenue. Craig Morrow, the
museum’s founder, told Chronicle
reporter Emily Riley that some
98% of the collection came from
the Pittsburgh area with the oldest
dating to 1860. “Bikes were
produced right in the city with
steel from its own mills,” she
quotes him. “It is no surprise that
I found so many vintage bikes in
the area.” More information is
available at http://
www.bicycleheaven.org
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ASCAP’s
New Deal
A deal has been reached between
the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers
(ASCAP) and industry representatives.
Formed in 1914, ASCAP is a nonprofit performance-rights organization that protects its members'
musical copyrights by monitoring
public performances of their music, whether via a broadcast or
live performance, and compensating them accordingly. ASCAP has
members in the Pittsburgh area.
TheWrap.com reports that the
new deal provides “an overall
blanket license that includes primary broadcasts, digital multicasts, internet web sites and
emerging wireless, mobile and
other digital platforms.” The
agreement will be in force
through 2016.

Embrace The Sweetest Music In The World!

The acclaimed Pittsburgh Banjo Club brings the sweetest music in the world
to the Allegheny Elks Club on the city’s north side every Wednesday —- and
at your event, fundraiser or festival.
For more information, visit www.thepittsburghbanjoclub.com or call Frank
Rossi at (412) 364-4739.

Pittsburgh Applause Editorial

Ann Curry & TV News Today
By James A. Richards
It is unfortunate that Ann Curry
was forced to leave NBC’s
“Today”. Of course, I left it six
months ago.
Like millions of other people, I
grew up with “Today”. I
remember getting ready for
school watching Tom Brokaw and
Jane Pauley interview
newsmakers and celebrities. But
in recent years, it has increasingly
become an embarrassment.
During the 1970s and 1980s, hard
news was the focus with smarter
features like movie reviews and
interviews with authors.
The current desire to grab a large
enough audience (especially
women) has meant fewer stories
about presidents and prime minis-

ters and more about the celeb of
the moment (like the latest
“American Idol” winner). As I
write this, NBC is promoting next
week’s “Today” installments and
not one story mention is
actual news.
Of course, television news has
been in a downward spiral for
years. I rarely watch MSNBC and
never Fox News (which I often
call the Fake News Channel)
because I don’t consider “opinion
journalism” to be real journalism.
Sadly, CNN and PBS --- which
deliver the best newscasts on TV
--- get the smallest audiences.
As a Communications Major eons
ago I seriously considered going
into broadcast news. I even
produced newscasts for both my
college’s radio station and cable

Join the Pittsburgh Applause group on
www.linkedin.com.
As a member of this group, you’ll be
able to connected with your A&E peers
in Pittsburgh!
Membership is free, but you must have a
LinkedIn profile to participate.

channel. Those journalism basics
I learned nearly three decades ago
are put to use each month in thus
newsletter.
But today journalism isn’t even
considered a commodity. It’s
almost as if the likes of Roger
Ailes think good reporting is an
annoyance to another goal
(political ideology). That certainly
seems the case at today’s “Today”
where delivering the fluffiest of
fluff is their goal.
So maybe Ann’s getting out is the
best thing for her.
Letters to the editor are
welcome via email to
jim@james-richards.com
They may be edited for
publication.

Keep The Applause Coming!
Advertise in the digital version of Pittsburgh Applause
and reach over 1,000 readers each month!
The list of subscribers is culled primarily from the
Pittsburgh A&E Book database and represents a broad
swath of the area’s arts/entertainment community,
both non-profit and commercial.
Full page (8”wide x 10” high): $100
Half-page (8”wide x 5” high): $75
Each ad should be built to size and be in a JPG
format. All ads must be pre-paid, with the check
payable to the Pittsburgh A&E Group. For more
information, contact Jim Richards

Jim hopes to eventually bring Pittsburgh Applause back to the
real world!
The goal is to produce 10,000 full-color print copies each
month distributed primarily through Crazy Mocha
coffee shops.
But Jim needs a collection of advertisers willing and able to
commit to at least six months of advertising. For more information, contact him at jim@james-richards.com

